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Norfolk, Virginia Beach 
1.-800-458-2641. 
or e-mail bobgnova@erols.com or e-mail JUDYREADY@aol.com 





VA or Other Financing 
Bob Graham 
http://www.bobgrahamvarelo.com 
Lifetime Top Producer 
Weichart #1 Military Relocation Specialist 
108 Transactions in 1999 
Top 20 Northern Virginia Assn. Realtors 
Retired Officer 
Ask about our 
Military 




30 year Navy wife 
Prudential ~ Decker Realty 
-
Dr. Dennise L. Jones 
Chiropractor 
Specializing in: 
• Gentle, low-force adj ustments 
• Trigger point therapy and deep 
tissue work 
• Nutritional and exercise programs 
• Health and Well ness workshops 
• Effective, gentle and affordable 
treatments for the entire family 
r-----------., 
Complimentary Spinal I 
Examination for the Entire I 
Family with this ad! L __________ ..1 
Saturday Appointments 
and Military Discounts Available 
• 
Call Today to Begin Your 
Return to Health 
915-7141 






Gary D. Palma, D.D.S. 
ORTHODONTICS 
81 Via Robles, Monterey 
373 - 0415 
26535 Carmel Rancho Blvd. , Carmel 















Next to Costco 
centers 
Professional Framing & Design Consultation 
Conservation & Shadow Box Specialists 
Custom & Ready Made Frames 
Prints, Posters & Limited Edition Art 
Carmel Rancho 
626.4013 
Gallery & Commercial Framing· Rush Service Available Mouth of Carmel Valley 
Next to Albertson's 
Hair Specialist 
fisk for Jeannie 9<rank 
Full Permanent regularly $70 and up 
Haircut regularly $27 
(includes shampoo, condition and blow dry) 
230 Fountain Avenue, Suite 4 . Pacific Grove, CA 93950 • 831-372-6446 





• Adult Masters Swimming 
• Sports Camps 
• Cheerleading Camps 
• Swimming Lessons 
• Recreation Swimming 
• Adult Co-ed Volleyball 
And so much more! 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
Get Paid To Work Out! 
Sign up for the 
Personal Fitness Program 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
301 E. Franklin Street 
Downtown Monterey 
646-3730 
Contributing Writer Position 
Volunteer position, Part-time. We need 
your creative spark! If you like exercis-
ing your creative muscle and getting out 
to meet new people and see new places 
around Monterey, you should be writ-
ing! The magazine is published bi-
monthly and we'd love to have you vol-
unteer your time and talent. Contact 
Editor Dana Jones at 373-3300 or 
through email atmanddj@aol.com. 
Andrea Durost 
Independent Kitchen Consultant 
for The Pampered Chef <Xl 
Design the Kitchen of Your Dreams!? 
You '1/ be able to if you are the winner of 
The Pampered Chef* 20th Anniversary 
6\ . fl. ,.J ~ Sweepstakes! Call me for 
IN n,d~J details on how to enter! 
G~it\L~ (831) 647-9030 
rdurost@earthlink.net 
Home Demonstratioos· FundRisen 
. c-Opportunities • 







800/610-8326 Ext. 3011 
BettMoon@aol.com 
Sandi Sheehan 
800/610-8326 Ext. 3022 
SheehanC21@aol.com 
'~s military wives with a combined 41+ years 
of transferring experience, we've been in your 
shoes and understand your needs. " 
Quantico • Washington D.C. • Fort Belvoir 
4 June/July 2000 
• Free Relocation Package 
• Free School Report 
Ask about our Military Buyers Program 
offering valuable rebates and discounts 
for transferring personnel. 
~r2l® 















Health & Fitness 
Tidbits from Dr. Jay Cook 
OSSC Events 
Day Trips 
San Juan Bautista fEATURES 
FSC Calendar 
10 The Frog Pond 
Community Calendar 
15 Parks in Monterey County 
Summertime Crafts 
Exceptional Family Member 18 Farewell to ADM Chaplin 
Update 
Last Word 
Dad Spelled Backwards 
On the Cover: 
The Frog Pond Park in Del Rey Oaks, Monterey. 
Photo by Julie Gentry. 
The Classmate Magazine is distributed to NPS students and various locations on NPS, DLI, La Mesa, and Fort Ord and is provided to the Monterey Visitors' 
Center. You may pick up a copy at the DLI and NPS MWR Offices, La Mesa Housing Office, La Mesa Shoppette, International Students' Office, Navy Family 
Service Center, Army Community Service Center, Stillwell Library, Aiso Library, and Fort Ord Commissary and Shoppette. 
The Classmate Magazine was originated and previously edited by the wives of the students of the General Line and Navy Science School. It is now 
sponsored by the Officer Students' Spouses' Club of NPS. Material and opinions contained herein are those of the contributors and should not be considered 
an official expression of the OSSC, the Department of the Navy, or services advertised. Written permission is necessary to reprint any material herein. 
Published at no cost to the U.S. Government. The deadline for all submissions to the editor (SGC# 2330), including Community Calendar items, is the 25th 




cg Hair Artist for 8 Years 
cg 4 Years of European 
Experience 
cg California Gold Medal 
Winner of V.I.C.A.Stylist 
Competitions 
cg Specializing in 
Weaving & Color 
Services 
Pe 
- American Dental Association 
- American Academy of Pediatric Dentists 
- California Society of Pediatric Dentists 
CALL RENEE 
AT 206·4070 
Metamorphosis Hair Design 
499 Pacific Street, Monterey 
Bring in this coupon to 
receive a FREE ultimate 
treatment. ($25 value) 
.LWI ..... Ry 
We accept United Concordia - Military n~n~lnl'1j~nt 
Kinderhaus Montessori School 
"education for life" 
Early Childhood 
3 -6 years old 
501 EI Dorado, Monterey 
Weekdays 
7:30am to 5:30pm 
373-1735 
• Meeting/Conference room ' Rooms with panoramic Bay Views and wi ndow sealS ' In room coffee 
• Iron and ironing board · Complimentary continental breakfast · Free local calls 
• Cable television with HBO, ESPN, C Nand Showtime ' Four blocks from Fisherman's Wharf 
• Five blocks from Naval Postgraduate School ' Five minutes from airport 
Monterey I Carmel 
850 Abrego St. 
Monterey, CA 93940 
fax (83)) 649-6353 
800-227 -6332 
6 June/July 2000 
(831) 649-6332 
Military/Government 
Special Rate $49+ tax 
1 or 2 persons 
(RlIte based 0 11 availability. 
does not Include any evenls or holidays, 





























The Classmate Magazine 
SGC #2330 
Naval Post Graduate School 
Monterey, CA 93940 
11. ello and welcome to the June/July issue of the Classmate. We hope you 
find it interesting and informative. 
Thanks for taking the time to pick it 
up and read it. 
This month we revive a past 
feature: Day Trips. This month 's 
recommendation is San Juan 
Bauti sta. It is a charming town with 
something for everyone, and on ly 
about thirty minutes away. Watch 
future issues for other terrific 
suggestions. 
Summer is just around the 
comer, and with that in mind we've 
included two articles geared toward 
helping youngsters occupy all that 
free time. Mary Ellen Carrier has 
some wonderful craft ideas and 
we've compiled a list of local parks 
in which to while away an after-
noon. 
A dear friend to the OSSC, Jan 
Chaplin has said good-bye in 
preparation for her move to Japan. 
Susan Sukols bids Farewell the 
Admiral and Mrs. Chaplin in this 
month's feature article. 
Finally, we need some help. 
Leafing through the magazine, 
you'll notice we've included a 
survey in this issue. In order to 
provide the articles you want to 
read, we need to know more about 
you. So please take a moment to 
tell us about some of your favori te 
places in and around Monterey .• :. 
Have a great summer! 
Dana Jones 
We'd love to 












"Best Bike Shop" 
Eleven Years In A Row By 
Coast Weekly Readers AQUARIAN 
BICYCLES 
BICYCLES - PARTS - ACCESSORIES - CLOTHING - STROLLERS - TRAILERS 
Financing and Layaway Available 
486 WASHINGTON • DOWNTOWN MONTEREY 
OPEN 7 DAYS -Tues.-Sat. 10:00-5:30 Mon.12:00-5:30 Sun.1 2:00-5:00 
~ Back Porch Fabrics ~ 
157 Grand Avenue. Pacific Grove CA. 93950.831-375-4453 
• A friendly fabric store for 
all your quilting, sewing 
and home decorating 
fabric needs. 
• Lots of exciting displays 
and experienced sales 
people who are eager to 
help you. 
• We welcome beginners! 
• Classes in quilting and 
quilted clothing for all 
levels of experience. 
• Gallery featuring displays 
of quilts by prominent 
local quilters. 
Epiphany Church 
Lutheran & Episcopal 
42J Carmel Ave. 
Man·na, CA 93933 ~ 384-6323 
Sunday Morning Service 10:00 am 
Epiphany is ajoint community of the Lutheran Church - ELCA and 
Mission of All Saints Episcopal Church of Carme~ CA 
Beautiful clothes . . . for a beautiful time in your life 
TOTS 
1176 South Main Street · Salinas (Between Baker's Square & Lucky's) 
• Maternity Fashions 
• Nursing Apparel 
• Premie, newborn, girls' 
& boys' toddler dothing. 
induding premie diapers 
• Girts· sizes 4, 5, 6 
• Gifts, toys, books 
Monday - friday 10:00 to 5: 30 
Saturday 10:00 to 4:00 
424-1850 
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A SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR 
FAMILY AND FRIENDS! 
20% OFF June 1-4, 2000 
Just bring this coupon into Eddie Bauer or Eddie Bauer Home ™ 
and receive an exclusive 20% OFF your total purchase. 
Also, use your discount on www.eddiebauer.com. 
Del Monte Center, Monterey 
We Clean All Kinds Of Fabrics 
Specializing in silks, bridal gown 
preservation. formal wear and household items 
No extra charge for same day 
service. In by 10 am out by 4 pm 
• Expert Alterations 
Mon-Fri , 9 amoS pm 
• All work done under supervision 
of California certified dry cleaners 
2242 N. Fremont St. (btwn Longs & Saleway) Del Monte Center (next to Whole Foods) 
375-7866 372-3101 
Hours: M-F 7 am-6 pm. Sat 9 am-2 pm Hours: M·F 7:30 am-6 pm. Sat 9 am·S pm 
nterey's Premiere Wine Club 
CLUB TASTE 
Have fun discovering Monterey's Wine Country! 
Membership Includes: 
• 2 Bottles of Monterey County Wine 
• Insider Newsletter • Complimentary Tasting 
• Local Recipes • Special Discounts 
• Invitations to "Club Taste" events 
• All this for $26.00/month + tax 
Simply call A Taste Of Monterey at 646-5446 
or come by (11am-6pm) located at 700 Cannery Row (2nd Floor) We Want You! 
AGUAJITO VETERINARY HOSPITAL 
THOMAS D . WILLIAMS, D .V.M. 
VICTORIA M EDErROS, D .V.M. 
COMPASSIONATE CARE IS OUR SPECIALTY! 
Advanced Diagnostics 
Medical & Surgical Care 
AAHA-Hospital of Merit 
Monterey Exit From Hwy 1 Near NPS, 1221 lOth ...... .. 372-8151 
8 June/July 2000 
The Best Deal 
in Town 
How about a day with your spouse 
at an up sca le retreat center on 
Monterey Bay, complete with lunch, 
snacks, childcare, and all the trim-
mings? How about a day focusing 
on deepening intimacy, improving 
communication, and leaving 
Monterey with a stronger marriage 
than when you arrived, no matter how 
wonderful your marriage may be at 
the moment? And all for a truly op-
tional donation of $15 per couple? If 
that has appeal, read on! 
Two events of special inter-
est for the summer include the Mar-
riage Refresher day, mentioned at the 
start of this article, and the summer 
ecumenical Vacation Bible School. 
The Marriage Refresher is open to 
all students and spouses, regardless 
of religious background. It is a relax-
ing day spent at the Asilomar retreat 
center in Pacific Grove, with childcare 
and all necessities provided. Couples 
look at various areas involved in deep-
ening their intimacy, improving com-
munication skill s, and making sense 
of being married in the military. 
Couples do not "spill their guts" in 
public, but are given lots of time to 
walk the beach and be together in pri-
vate to di scuss what they hear in the 
sessions. Sign-up and more informa-
tion is available through the Chap-
lains' office. Marriage Refresher 
days are scheduled for August, Octo-
ber and November. 
The Vacation Bible School 
is co-sponsored by the Catholic and 
Protestant chapels and is open to any 
interested child, regardless of where 
or whether they normally attend 
church. The event will be held dur-
ing the mornings of 10-14 July at the 
La Mesa Elementary School. Classes 
will be held for children who will be 
4 years old by 10 July up through 6th 
grade. Nursery and other classes for 
ages 2-3 will be held for children of 
those who work or volunteer on site. 
This cooperative week has been held 
for over 20 years and draws over 200 
children, so early regi stration is 
strongly advised. 
Call the Chaplains' office for 
details .• :. 
PROUDLY SUPPORTING 
OUR MILITARY FAMILIES 
MONTEREY 
PENINSULA 
I atnle MEDICAL 
~.. GROUP 
Barry W Gendelman, MD, FAAP 
Allan H. Rosen, MD, FAAP 
Ann Kernan-Grunzke, MD 
Pierre LaMothe, MD, FAAP 
Pamela Breslin, CPNP 
"Your child's needs are 
our ONLY concem. " 
• NOW ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS 
• AUTHORIZED PROVIDER FOR CHAMPUS STANDARD 
• CERTIFIED LACTATION SPECIALIST ON HAND 
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The 
Frog 
by Julie Gentry 
onterey Bay is a mecca for adventure seekers of 
all levels. Most of the attractions are well known 
and well advertised, but there are a few places left 
for those of us with adventurous spirits to uncover. 
The Del Rey Oaks Frog Pond is one such find. 
Tucked away in its own quiet little world, surrounded by busy 
streets and highways, the Frog Pond manages to carve out a place of 
peaceful wonder. Fifty feet into its path around the pond, you almost 
forget the hustle and bustle of city life. It's a wonderful place to relax 
and take time to smell the flowers. 
Since it's a mini-ecosystem on its own, this wetlands reserve can be 
vastly different each season. Autumn is a great time to visit for 
scenery, with windy gusts moving the long grass, still waters and trees. 
Wrnter is quiet, with a crispness to the air that lets you smell the flora 
keenly. Spring brings new awakenings, with baby ducklings, cygnets 
and tadpoles. Wildflowers are in full bloom and the pond is alive. 
Summer is the most active of all, 
with frogs singing the lead, ducks 
bringing in the harmonies, and the 
wild blackberries providing a 
fragrant backdrop of the simpler 
things in life. 
If you have enough advance 
planning time, get a copy of "Plants 
of the Frog Pond Natural Area" by 
L. Dittman. It's available for $1.50 
from the Monterey Peninsula Regional Park District in Garland Park 
(659-4488) or Del Rey Oaks City Hall. It's 22 pages of wonderfully 
done illustrations and simple explanations of plants that can be 
found in the Frog Pond area. 
Having this book along will 
















poison oak! It's an 
important part of 
the natural balance 
and it is plentifuL 
Wear long pants or 
be very careful to 
stick to the trails. 
Long pants are a 
better idea because 
you might enjoy 
taking one of the 
shortcuts. They're 
lesser-used trails that criss-cross 
the wetlands area in a couple of 
different places. Awaken that 
explorer sense within and take 
the path less traveled. 
Or just enjoy a relaxing stroll. 
If you begin the path counter-
clockwise, you'll end up on the 
deck overlooking the pond. This 
is a good place to bring a picnic 
lunch or snack. The deck has a 
built-in bench, and hangs over the 
pond a few feet to provide a good 
view. It's a nice rest 
after the trail. De-
pending upon your 
pace, the trip around 
can last fifteen min-
utes to an hour. If you 
have little ones with 
you, plan for the hour 
;-). If you have your 
dog with you, plan for 
the fifteen minutes! 
The Frog Pond is an 
ideal place to take 
your pup for a stretch. 
Those of us living on 
base know how cramped our 
animals are in tiny and/or un-
fenced backyards. Let Rex extend 
those legs and do a little discover-
ing of his own. Just remember to 
keep him leashed and bring 
something to carry out waste with 
(there are no refuse cans at the 
preserve.) 
The Frog Pond is a great 
excursion for any and all ages. 
It's free and it's open every day 
from dawn to dusk. It's educa-




I The Del Rey 
: Oaks Frog Pond 
: FREE. Open every day 
I (rom dawn to dusk. 
: How to get there from 
NPS: Take Del Monte to 
Canyon Del Rey-218 
(Embassy Suites! 
McDonald's intersection). 
Head east until you see Del 
Rey Oaks City Hall on your 





Frog Pond entrance is on the I 
other side of the highway. I 
I You can either park at City 
Hall and cro s the highway, 
or park in the residential 





.. _--------_ .. 
Welcome aboard the 
Home of the 
"Adult Five-Napkin Bur~er" 
and Parlor Car CocktaIls 
... Voted Best in Monterey County 
by Media & Customers! 
All handmade of lean beef, ground to our 
specifications. grill cooked to retain all natural juices. 
served with fries. soup. side salad 
or cup of chili. 
Over 18 Different Burgers, 
Veggie Entrees, Sandwiches, 
Chicken & Old Fashioned Shakes 
Breakfasts: 
BREAKFAST DALLY: 8:00 AM-I 1:00 AM 
(SAT & SUN 7:00 AM TIL NOON) 
LUNCH & DINNER DALLY TLL 8 PM 
(FRJ & SAT TI L 9:00 PM) 
PARLOR CAR COCKTAILS: 
MON-THURS II AM - 10 PM 
No Credit/Debit Cards Accepted 
FREMONT STATION ' MONTEREY 
2329 North Fremont . 655-1941 
USTATE OF THE ART" 
COSMETIC DENTISTRY 
• Custom Veneers 
• Bonding 
• Porcelain Crowns 
• Bleaching 
Greqt 
Expect'1ti 0 n 5 
A new clqss fot" expedqnt pqt"ents! 









6:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
t/ Birth options/qltemqtives 
t/ To go bqck to wmk m not 
t/ Creqting q support netwmk 
t/ Pqrenting philosophies/styles 
t/ Dqc\ 's role in the birth qnc\ pqrenting 
tI' Whqt to expect in those eqrly weeks 
t/ Chqnging F<!mily roles & responsibilities 
tI' Veterqn pq rents shqre bqby geqr tips 
qnc\ other community resources 
P(1Cihc Grove Adult EduC<1t ion 
P(1~ents' pl(1ce 646-6623 1023 Lighthouse A ve. 
l)~lELJ. TUR1V~Jt 
D.D.S. 
FOB THE FAMILY 
/ 
• Children over 3 
Welcome and Treated 
Lovingly 
• Military Dental Insurance 
Accepted & Billed for you. 
• Nitrous Oxide 
For Relaxation 
• VISA, MC, Amer. Ex. 
Payment Plans Available 
375-1112 • 815 (ass Street • Monterey 
12 June/July 2000 
You Sav CaPt, 
I Sav CAPT, 
She Savs CPT. 
Who's Right;' 
Seven uniforms, and four 
languages. You're just about to 
start that letter to the editor and 
just after writing the date, you 
start with the rank. Uh-oh. Is it 
all upper case? Two words? 
Does anyone care? You bet! 
We each know our own service 
abbreviations, but sometimes 
the others take a bit more 
thought. 
This is a question that has 
plagued me for most of my 
Reserve career. "What is the 
protocol for rank abbreviations 
in the 'other' U.S. uniformed 
services?" 
After some painstaking 
research, CDR Hewett com-
piled a table now presented 
here for your reference. 
R IArmy Navy Air USMC 
A NOAA Force 
N CG 
K USPHS 
0-10 ~EN ADM Gen Gen 
0-9 LTG VADM Lt Gen LtGen 
0-8 MG RADM Maj Gen MajGen 
0-7 BG RADM Brig Gen BGen 
0-6 ~OL CAPT Col Col 
0-5 LTC CDR Lt Col LtCol 
0-4 MAJ LCDR Maj Maj 
0-3 CPT LT Capt Capt 
0-2 1 LT LTJG 1 st U 1 stU 
0-1 ?LT ENS 2nd U 2ndU 
Reprinted from the SENTINEL, 
a Retired Officers Association 
newsletter. 
Lighthouse BJptist Church 
Formerly the First Southern Baptist Church 
of the Monterey Peninsula 
Dr. James L. Wilson, Pastor 
Schedule 1030 Hilby Ave. 
Sunday Bible Study 9:45 a.m. Seaside, CA 93955 
Sunday Worship 11 :00 a.m. & 6 p.m. (831 ) 394-4447 
Wednesday AWANA 6 p.m. fsbcmp@mbay.net 
Nursery Available for All Services 
'Your Hometown Church Away From Home" 
Monterey Bay Christian School 
1184 Hilby Ave' Seaside, CA (831) 899-2060 
• K - 8 Traditional Education 
• Before and After School Care 
• High Academic Standards 








I SUPER SALE! 
I 
I 






Use our coli ahead service 
to save you time. 
SAND CITY 
Edgewater Center 
(next to Circuit City) 
'"-_______ .583-9054 
MONTEREY 
488 Alvarado St 
375-2887 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
As hip as you want to be. 
Good only at above upercuts Not valid witb any other offer I WIlpon per QISIomer. Coupon b 
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Casa de Amigos Animal Hotel 
./h. "We Specialize in Animal Care" 
• Boarding 
• Bathing & dipping 
• Indoor & outdoor runs 
• Airport pickup and delivery 
715 Foam St. 
Monterey 373-0482 
Sr. & Jr. High Students 
Ministries 
Thursday 7:00 p.m. 
Pioneer Club 
Pre-School thru 7th Grade 
Wednesday 6:30 p.m. 
Sunday Morning Worship 
9:00 a.m. & 11 :00 a.m. 
Complete Children's Ministry 
During All Services 
God's Spirit... God's Word ... 
Our Hearts 
Wednesday Study 6:30 p.m. 
Full Service Bookstore 
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and after Services U 
COOK'S 
Chiropractic & Acupuncture 
Well ness Center 
1000 Eighth Street, Suite 10) 
Monterey, Califo rnia 93940 
(831)375-5117 
Karen A. Cook 
Licensed 
Acupuncturist 
Jay C. Cook 
Doctor of 
Chiropractic 
Providing the opportunity for every professional 
military family to achieve financial independence. 
Mike Holden Rich Ingold Eric Wheaton 
License # OC68685 License # OC48371 License # 0850064 
2511 Garden Rd. • Montere~', CA 
Attend our no-cost financial seminars on July 14. 
Call (831) 649-8772 for information. 
Registered Representatives and Agents 
1997 IRA Insurance Service, Inc. (IRA) United States Planning Association, Inc. (USPA) 
14 June/July 2000 
\\ hlll'll to (;0 
Parks, Parks More Parks 
Where to Run and Plav in Monterev 
? s your playgroup looking for a new meeting place? Someplace convenient and free? The Monterey Penin-
sula offers many beautiful 
parks within a short drive or long 
walk. The parks range in size and 
amenities, but they are all fun, 
clean, and fun for parents as well 
as children. Some of the parks can 
be reserved for parties or large 
gatherings. No dogs are allowed in 
most of the parks. The best news is 
the closest is only three minutes 
away, so let's go! 
Caledonia Park - Pacific Grove-
Hwy. 68 West toward Pacific 
Grove, it turns into Forest Avenue. 
Go all the way to downtown 
Pacific Grove. Tum left onto 
Lighthouse Avenue. Tum right 
onto Congress Avenue. Circle right 
onto Central Avenue. Tum left onto 
Caledonia Avenue. Tablesl 
Restrooms/Basketball Court! 
Playground!Shade 
Casanova Oak Knoll Park-
Monterey-Hwy. 1 North to the 
Fremont Street exit. Continue on 
Fremont Street. Tum right onto 
Airport Road, which turns into 
Euclid. Park will be on the left 




Deer Flats Park-Monterey-Right 
on Aguajito Road. Tum left on 
Monhollan Road. Tum left on Deer 
Forest Road. The park is on the 
right side of the road in the Deer 
Flats neighborhood. Playground! 
Grass Playfield 
Dennis the Menace/EI Estero 
Park-Monterey-Aguajito Road West 
to Pearl Street. Tum left onto Pearl 
Street. See the giant locomotive. 




Left on Aguajito. Tum left on mark 
Thomas Drive. Take a right onto 
Jocelyn Canyon Road at the Del 
Monte Golf Course sign. Be sure to 
immediately veer left to stay on 
Jocelyn Canyon Road. Tum right on 
Via Isola (Fisherman Flats neighbor-
hood). Tum left on Trapani Circle. 
The park is between Trapani and 
San Vito Circles. Two Playgroundsl 
Large Grassy Areal Paved Loop for 
skating 
Forest Hill Park-Carmel-Hwy. I 
South to Carpenter Street. From 
Carpenter Street, angle right onto 
Serra Avenue. Cross the 5-way 
intersection straight ahead and to the 
left, which is Alta Avenue. Tum left 
onto Mission Street. The park is on 
the left at the bottom of the hill. 
Drive carefully, the streets are 
narrow and many intersections are 
unprotected. Tables/Grillsl 
Restrooms/PlaygroundlBasketbal1 
Court/Volleyball Court/Shadel Poor 
Parking 
Hilltop Park-Pacific Grove-Hwy. 
68 west toward Pacific Grove, it 
turns into Forest Avenue. Tum right 
onto David Avenue. Tum right onto 
Jessie Street. Up the hill, the park 
will be on the right. Table I Grillsl 
Restrooms12 Playgrounds/Large 
Grassy Area/Bike Friendly 
Laguna Grande Park-Seaside-
Hwy. I North to the Canyon Del 
Rey Boulevard exit. Continue on 
Canyon Del Rey Boulevard past Del 
Monte Boulevard. Park is on the 
right side. Tables/GrillslRestroomsl 
PlaygroundlLarge Grassy Areal 
Shade 
Larkin Park-Monterey- From Del 
Monte Boulevard turn south onto 
Pacific Street (away from the 
water). Tum right onto Franklin 
Street. Tum right onto Clay Street. 
The park is at the end of the street. 
TableslGrillslRestroomslPlay-
ground! Basketball CourtlBike 
Friendlyl Poor Parking 
Veteran's Memorial Park-
Monterey-Hwy. 68 west toward 
Pacific Grove. Tum right onto 
Skyline Forest Road. Tum left on 
Skyline Drive. Follow Skyline Drive 
to the park. Tables/Grillsl 
RestroomslPlayground /Large 
Grassy Areal Shade/Camping 
Via Paraiso Park-Monterey-From 
Del Monte Boulevard tum South 
onto Pacific Street (away from the 
water). Tum right onto Martin Street 
(which turns into Via Gayuba). Tum 
right onto Via Paraiso. Park is on 
the right, but continue to drive a 
short di tance. A parking lot is on 
the right next to the tennis courts. 
Tables/Grill lRestrooms/2 Play-
grounds/Large Grassy Area/Ba eball 
FieldslTennis CourtslBike Friendlyl 
Shade 
This article is repril1ledjrom articles 
previously published ;n the Classmate by 
Paige Curran and Barbara Protacio. 
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pine at LUGANO swiss 
bistro any 
Tuesday night 
and pay only $10 
for any of our 
delicious entrees! 
Dine and Dance to the 
Alpine Trio the Last 
Friday of Each Month. 
Swiss Specialties & Fondue Dishes 
Heated Patio • Private Parties 
Banquet Room • Open Daily 
Underneath the Windmill in the 
Barnyard 




Jaguar & Mazda 
Routine maintenance 
Mechanical and electrical repairs 
Bosch engine management 
systems specialists 
High performance products 
and accessories 
All repairs guaranteed 12 months 
Committed to your positive 
satisfaction 
Hartzel I Automotive 
394-6002 








Most with Fireplaces 
eIn-room Coffee 
eHBO 
• Competitive rates • Controlled, computerized entry 
eHeated Pool & Spa 
eContinental Breakfast 
eCovered Parking 
eMonterey's Most • Climate-controlled units • Access 365 days a year 
• Sizes to fit your needs • Friendly, professional 
• Electronic securi ty systems on-site managers 
Mari na Greens Business Park 
I mile . of Reservation Rd .. 
j u ~ t off Del Monte Ave. 
16 June/July 2000 
3349 Paul Davis Dr. 
Marina, CA 93933 
Romantic Inn 
From $49 and up 
Mifitary IGovernment 
Sun.-Tliurs. 
1386 Munras, Monterey 
(831)649-1414 
Olontereybay. com 





THE ANIMAL HOSPITAL 
Drs. Joni & George Bishop 
at 
THE CROSSROADS 
RIO ROAD AND HIGHWAY ONE, CARMEL 
624-0131 (TDD OR VOICE) 
24 HOUR 
EMERGENCY SERVICE 
Canine, Feline, and other Small Creatures. Veterinary Internal 
Medicine and Surgery. Fully-Equipped Dental Suite, 
Laboratory, House Calls and Specialist Available. 
BATHING/GROOMING SERVICES 
PROFESSIONAL GROOMER 
ESTABLISHED IN 1969 BY DR. GEORGE BISHOP 










125 Ocean View Blvd., #103 
Pacific Grove 
American Tin Cannery 
Outlets Building 
r----------..., 
: FREE BURGER : 
I Buy one burger at regular I 
I price and get one burger of I 
I equal or lesser value FREE. I 
I Not valid with any other discounts. I Valid thru 7/31/00 . L __________ ..J 




Ft. Ord Recreation Center 
Second Ave. & Ninth St. 
384-1978 
MONTEREY 
Japanese American Hall 
424 Adams 372-5899 
PACIFIC GROVE 
Chatauqua Hall 
16th and Central 625-9844 
r----------..., 
lONE MONTH I 
I UNLIMITED CLASSES I I , 
I $25 I 
II New Students OnlY, I
Expires 7/31/00 L __________ ..J 
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Corps, on a 
recent visit to 
NPS. 
RADM Robert Chaplin 
and COL Dan Devlin 
from the Defense 
Language Institute 
discuss who will win the 
ArmylNavy Game. The 
service whose branch 
loses must serenade the 
other branch. [n I 999, 
the Army came over to 
Herrmann Hall to 
serenade the NPS Staff. 
By now, you all know that Rear Admiral Robert C. "Chooch" 
Chaplin is leaving the Naval Post-
graduate School at the end of May, 
turning over the role of Superinten-
dent to a new Admiral. What you 
may not know is how he arrived at 
NPS, and the leaps and bounds this 
University has made during his tenure. 
Rear Admiral Chaplin is originally 
from the state of Kentucky-land of 
horses, gold and "Maker's Mark" 
whiskey (what a combination!). He 
attended the United States Naval 
Academy where he received his 
commission and Bachelor of Science 
degree upon graduation in 1970. Rear 
Admiral Chaplin was designated a 
naval aviator in January 1972 and 
reported to NAS Bermuda. In Octo-
ber 1975, he reported to Helicopter 
Anti-Submarine Squadron Light 
(HSL) Thirty-two and served on 
various detachments and as Officer in 
Charge aboard USS RICHARD L. 
PAGE (FFG-5). 
His follow-on tour landed him at 
the Naval Postgraduate School, where 
he graduated with a Computer Sys-
tems Management degree in 1980. 
This degree has enabled him, during 
his Superintendent tenure, to ensure a 
more technological approach is taken 
to the educational proce s. Rear 
Admiral Chaplin is a strong proponent 
of heavy utilization of video tele-
conferencing and distance learning 
to award degrees. Recently, he 
attended a graduation in Washing-
ton, D.C., where nine students 
earned a Masters of Science degree 
in Engineering Science with a major 
in Mechanical Engineering from 
NPS while never stepping foot on 
our sandy soil. This endeavor is 
wholly attributed to the rise of 
distance learning at NPS. 
His cutting edge approach in 
expanding the "Technical to Tacti-
cal" bridge to the Fleet has enabled 
Officers to use defense technology 
information to develop useful 
defense strategies in the Fleet. Rear 
Admiral Chaplin has also been an 
integral force in NPS receiving the 
maximum ten-year accreditation 
from the Western Association of 
Schools and Colleges (W ASC). 
In addition to his many acco-
lades, Rear Admiral Chaplin was 
the driving force in developing two 
new NPS curricula-Information 
Systems Operations and Systems 
Engineering Integration. The 
newest curriculum, Product Devel-
opment for the 21 st Century (PD2l) 
was signed into existence in May 
and is slated to begin in the fall. 
This new curriculum partners with 
the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Rochester Institute of 
Technology and the University of 
Detroit at Mercy. PD21 promises to 
be an exciting new course of study 
at NPS. 
The woman who has watched 
Ensign Chaplin achieve the rank of 
Rear Admiral in the pa t thirty years 
is the former Janice Doutt-known 
to many as '1ust Jan." Mrs. Chaplin 
has been very active in the Officer 
Students' Spouses' Club, erving as 
the honorary president for the past 
two years. During this time, the 
Club has grown leaps and bounds-
holding its fir t-ever Spouses' 
Conference and spouses' awards 
and recognition ceremonie for 
volunteering. 
Mr . Chaplin has seen the OSSC 
membership change widely during 
her two years as honorary president, 
to include many international 
spouses as well as Army, Marine 
Corps and Air Force spouses. The 
Club leadership has benefited greatly 
from her creativity to approaching 
issues and her advice in dealing with 
positive and negative effects of 
previous wives clubs that she has 
been a part of. She has also been 
active in the Del Monte Wives Club 
and is a top-notch tennis player. 
Rear Admiral and Mrs. Chaplin 
will find their next home in 
Yokosuka, Japan, where he will 
serve as the Commander, U.S. Naval 
Forces, Japan (CNFl). Yokosuka is 
the homeport of the Seventh Fleet, 
and the CNFl's area of responsibility 
covers the southern tip of the 
Kamchatka Peninsula to the northern 
tip of Taiwan. It includes the Sea of 
Japan, a portion of the Philippine Sea 
and part of the northern Pacific. The 
CNFJ bases include Atsugi, Misawa, 
Okinawa, Sasebo, Yokosuka and 
Diego Garcia. 
Rear Admiral Chaplin's interim 
successor is Rear Admiral Richard 
H. Wells, USNR. Rear Admiral 
Wells is the Director, Naval Reserve 
Public Affairs Program and Special 
Assistant to the Navy's Chief of 
Information. He is currently em-
ployed at the University of North 
Texas in Denton where he is serving 
a Professor and Chairman of the 
Department of Journalism. He will 
be with us until the new Superinten-
dent; Rear Admiral David R. Ellison 
a sumes command in the fall. 
Rear Admiral and Mrs. Chaplins ' 
ever-present smiles have welcomed 
hundreds of new students to NPS. 
and their hands have haken many of 
ours in passing, in award congratula-
tions, or upon graduation. They have 
graciously opened their home on 
many occasions to the new tudent 
and spou es and have offered u a 
glimpse of what it is to be leaders, 
role model and friends. We wi h 
them fair wind and following eas 
in all of their future endea or .• :. 
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Health and fitness is certainly likely 
to be on the "front burner" of NPS 
students and family. Here are a few 
tidbits from recent scientific literature 
which might interest you; 
MUSCLE DAMAGE AND VITA· 
MIN E: A study published in the 
American Journal of Physiology 
showed that supplementation with 
vitamin E reduced muscle damage 
caused by vigorous exercise. This 
study supports a previous one which 
showed that delayed-onset muscle 
soreness (which we all feel 
a couple days after a hard 
race or workout) can be 
diminished by vitamin E 
supplementation. No 
study has yet shown 






TION: A recent article 
in the Annals of Internal 
Medicine confLmled a 
previous study which 
showed that runners who 
had been devoted to their 
sport for many years generally showed 
less evidence of arthritis in their knees 
and hips than sedentary folks. No valid 
study has ever shown that running, per 
se, causes joint damage. This is not to 
imply that runners, who insist on being 
obsessive and fanatical, can't destroy 
their joints with excessive, harmful 
running programs. 
ACHILLES TENDON RUPTURE 
FROM ANTffiIOTICS: A case study 
in a recent edition of The New England 
Journal of Medicine discussed the 
potential risk of damage to the achilles 
tendon, including complete rupture, 
caused by oral flouroquinolone antibi-
otics. This antibiotic is sometimes 
prescribed for urinary tract infections 
20 June/July 2000 
and we are once again reminded to 
never underestimate the trouble that 
prescription medications may cause. 
AND SPEAKING OF URINARY 
TRACT INFECTIONS: Last year 
the Journal of the American Medical 
Association confirmed what many 
women have known for decades (or 
longer). Cranberry juice really is 
effective at knocking out a bladder 
infection. It appears that a molecule 
found in cranberries and blueberries 
prevents bacteria from adhering to the 
bladder wall, so the ' 
microbes get flushed out 
with the urine. And 
cranberry juice won't 
destroy your Achilles 
tendon! 
EASY ON THE 
expensive imaging 
look for disc 
herniations, tom 
cartilage, muscle tears, 
etc., are ordered way too 
often by doctors. Far too 
'frequently MRI's, which may cost over 
$1200 a pop, do not change the course 
of action the patient and doctor 
"CIRCLEBACK" 
I suggest that while vacationing you 
establish the fact that it is important 
(this is an "I Message") that you have 
some alone time? Use the time to ' 
exercise at your pace, do "your thing". 
Or, better yet, include your friends 
and relatives with the understanding 
that the Circle Back Rules are in 
effect. If you have forgotten the 
Circle Back Rules, here is a brief 
review: 
Suppose you're not sure if your 
running companion is 
compatible ... speed/pace compatible. 
The solution to incompatibility is the 
Circleback, and there are rules. 
I. Always break clean. "Stay comfort-
able, I'll circle back" is a good phrase 
to use as you begin your surge. 
2. Circle back on a side trail/road and 
time your return to the main trail/road 
so you come in behind the slower 
runner. 
3. After rejoining the slower runner 
my best advice is to say nothing for 
awhile. Never, NEVER make funny 
remarks about the slower runner's 
pace. Even the most well meaning 
"funny" remark is sure to be inter-
preted as a putdown. Remember, the 
goal here is for all runners to enjoy the 
run, get as much out of it as they want, 
and have the pleasure of each other's 
company. Committee. 
ABOUT DR. JAY COOK: Dr Jay 
is a member of the NPS gym "morning 
crowd". Educated at West Point and at 
Palmer-West Chiropractic College, he 
became interested in health when he 
took up running. He now has a 
chiropractic practice with his wife, 
Karen, who is a licensed acupuncturist, 
in Monterey at 1000 Eighth St. (tel: 
375-5117). Saturday patients must 
wait until 10:30 a.m. so he can meet 
other local running addicts to do the 
weekly "long one." These runners step 
off precisely at 7: IS from the Carmel 
Beach parking lot at the foot of Ocean 
Ave, Carmel. The early hour allows 
for "trespassing" the Pebble Beach 
golf Course without a hassle. Dis-
tances vary from 10 to 20 miles and 
speeds from 6 min/mi to 10 min/mi. 
"It's not a club ... no dues ... and anyone 
with a sense of humor is welcome." 
Dr Jay is a 50+ year oLd chiroprac-
tor who is dedicated to heLping peopLe 
heLp themseLves. He speaks at no 
charge to non-profit groups. Ex-
ampLes of subjects that have proven to 
be popuLar include: 
1. The vaLue of even a LittLe exercise. 
2. How to erase pain by stretching. 
3. Massage: Something nice you can 
do for your roommate .• :. 
BALANCE 
OF POVVER 
Cool Summer Program 
For walking toddlers to teens. 
Register now for ... 
• Boys and Girls V · Recreational and Team 
_ A. · Birthday Parties 
Monterey Peninsula 
G.,.....nasti«:s Center 
220 Dela Vina • Monterey 
373-1694 
La Mesa Village 
Leahy Road, between 
Shubrick and the tennis 
courts 
Every Wednesday 
1 :00 - 4:15 p.rn. 
Monterey Public Library 
Need Extra Money?! 
Become a Partylite Consultant 
Start with no investment 
Work Full or part time 
OR 
Be a Partylite hostess 
Earn free candles 
Use for gifts or to decorate your 
home 
I would love to 
show you how 
Call me today! 
Denise (408) 238-8083 
FURNITURE :E ~IAW 
, ,-..._- , - --0.'-< 
~~." .~~ 'j Exceptional vaLues. 
Great seLection of 
both finished and 
unfinished furniture. 
305 FOREST AVENUE 
PACIFIC GROVE 
649-1990 
Mon.-Sat. 10-5 . Sunday 12-4 
All major credit cards accepted • Finishing & delivery available 
C~snAN~SCHOOL~DAYCA~ 
MONTEREY PENINSULA CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 
520 PINE AVE., PACIFIC GROVE, CA 93950 
9 BEAUTIFUL 
FACILITIES 
\ 373-1922 \ 9 HIGH QUALITY EDUCATION 
& PLAYGROUND 
9 SAFE, CLEAN & 
NURTURING 
ENVIRONMENT 





9 AGES 2-5 
r-------------------------~ 
_IV 
BUICK. CHRYSLER. PLYMOUTH. VOLVO 
6 HEITZINGER PLAZA. SEASIDE'S MOTOR CITY 
(831 )394-33 74 
Don't be misled, we are Monterey County's ONLY 
Factory Authorized Volvo Automobile Dealership 
10% DISCOUNT 
On Mechanical Parts & Labor 
Any Volvo, Buick, Chrysler Product 
On any scheduled service 
10k - 20k - 40k - 60k etc. 
includes 
FREE 8 point safety 
inspection 
Full Service 
Body & Paint Shop 
*Free Estimates 
SHUTTLE SERVICE 
Loan Cars Available for Major Service 
Offer expires July 31, 2000 
Must present coupon at time of service write up. Not good with any other offer. 
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International 
by Jess Chen 
This is a new column, which seeks to 
explore the Monterey experience from 
the perspectil'e of our illternational 
studellls alld spouses. Our inaugural 
author is Jess Chen. Jess and her 
husballd join us from Singapore. 
have found many things to like 
? about the United States. Among these is the liberal shopping exchange policy. In the United States it is possible to return goods 
with no questions asked. Because of 
this, you can buy with confidence 
knowing that if you have a problem 
with an item it can be returned for cash 
or merchandise credit. This makes 
shopping more carefree since an item 
can be retumed even if you simply 
change your mind about the item. 
Garage sales are a uniquely 
American experience that I thoroughly 
enjoy. Children's toys and books can be 
bought at a fraction of the price back 
home. Often, they are in excellent 
condition and the garage sale atmo-
phere is great fun. Even those in poorer 
condition can sometimes be repaired at 
little or no cost. Garage sales extend the 
recycling mentality. They are not only 
good for the pocketbook, but also the 
environment. 
We have truly enjoyed the many 
wonderful outdoor experiences avail-
able in the area. It is wonderful to have 
the opportunity to enjoy the natural 
world at close range. We have seen 
Yosemite Park, snow at Tahoe and the 
giant Sequoia trees. There are lots of 
interesting places to vi it, even on 
weekends. Back home, we have too 
many concrete buildings and too few 
parks sand nature experiences. 
I find the weather in Monterey to be 
great. It is not too warm and not too 
cold. At home it is always scorching 
hot. The more temperate weather in 
Monterey has been a pleasant change. 
Although I have found many things 
to like about the USA, there also many 
things r miss about Singapore. For 
example, food. In Singapore, we have 
REAL Chinese food like Pork-rib 
King, Drunken Chicken and Satay. No 
Americanized Chinese food like Mu-
shu pork or Kong-po Chicken. There 
are a wide variety of cuisines, includ-
ing Malay, Thai and Indian, which are 
easily available. 
Coupons too are an American 
experience. There are too many 
rebates and too much time wasted 
clipping coupons in the USA. I have 
never cut so many coupons in my life! 
In addition, I have found that prices in 
the United states can vary from store 
to store by as much as 50%. This 
requires very careful shopping, which 
can become very stressful. In 
Singapore, we do not need to cut 
coupons to get the best prices and 
prices do not vary so greatly from 
store to store. 
Finally, as much as I am enjoying 
my stay in the United States, home is 
still Singapore. It is impossible not to 
miss family and friends so far away. 
While I miss my home, my time in the 
USA has been very interesting and I 
know I would never trade this experi-
ence for anything else . • :. 
WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW 
n Robert A. Auger, D.D.S. n 
W Gerald A. Tarsitano, D.D.S., M.S. W n Diplomate: American Board of Orthodontics n 
W Tim A. Auger, D.M.D. W 
W OrthodOc~d!e~~~Adu~xclusively W 
Gladly accepting new and transfer patients n from all over the world. n W Complimentary initial examination W 
United Concordia Provider 
n Members: American Association of Orthodontics, Pacific Coast Society of Orthodontics, n W American Dental Assoc., California Dental Assoc. W 
W 335 El Dorado St. 26365 Carmel Rancho Blvd. 529 Central Ave. W Monterey, CA 93940 Carmel, CA 93923 Pacific Grove, CA 93950 831-373-3765 831-624-7244 831-372-1566 
WWWWWWWWWWW WWWWW 
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A Note From 
the DSSC President 
11: ello! I'm Kim Meade, President of the Officer Students' Spouses' Club (OSSC). The OSSC is a 
non-profit organization open to all 
spouses of students and staff at 
NPS, or spouses of military 
members stationed elsewhere in 
the Monterey area. International 
spouses are most welcome and 
their membership is free. 
I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to welcome all the new 
students and spouses arriving this 
quarter. I hope you enjoy your stay 
here on the Monterey Peninsula. 
Best wishes to those leaving us. 
An important part of OSSC is 
the Curriculum Representative 
program, where we "reach out" to 
the new spouses and personally 
welcome them to the area-so 
don't be surprised when the phone 
rings! The Curriculum Reps host a 
quarterly "New Spouse" welcome 
at Quarters "A", the Admiral and 
Mrs. Chaplin's home. Keep your 
eyes open for flyers with more 
information. The Curriculum 
Representatives are a GREAT 
source of information and help 
with all aspects of NPS and the 
Monterey area. Feel free to call the 
OSSC office at 655-3351 for more 
information about the Welcome or 
if you are interested in becoming a 
representative. 
The next OSSC meeting will be 
held Monday, June 5 at 7 p.m. in 
the Tower Room at Herrmann 
Hall. Our meetings are generally 
held the first Monday of each 
month, based on the NPS class 
schedule. The location varies 
depending on the meeting. Please 
call Jodi Stephens at 393-9810 or 
the OSSC office at 655-3351 for 
more information. 
This year the OSSC was able to 
DSSC Events 
June 
3 Bargain Fair 
Location: Spruance Road, La Mesa Village. 
9-12 p.m. , Contact: OSSC office 655-335l. 
Chair and volunteers needed. 
5 General Members Meeting 
Location: Tower Room, Hermann Hall 7 p.m. 
Contact: Jodi Stephens @ 393-9810 
JulV Election Results 
28 Harvest Wine Tasting 
This spectacular yearly event is scheduled for 
Friday, July 28. Chairs and volunteers are 
needed. Please contact Kim Meade at 655-
3351 or e-mail atkim_meade@hotmail.com. 
Amy Schultz, Corresponding Secretary 
Augie Spears, Treasurer 
Angie Back, 2nd Vice President 
Jodi Stephens, 1st Vice President 
Stephanie Shaffer, President 
Molly Carol and, Recording Secretary 
donate $3,000 in scholarships and 
$2,000 in allocations for local 
charities. This would not have been 
possible without the help of all of 
our volunteers. I'd like to say a BIG 
THANK YOU to all that helped us 
out. 
The Summer brings us many 
exciting events. The first is our 
quarterly Bargain Fair to be held 
Saturday, June 3 from 9am-noon on 
Spruance Road in La Mesa village. 
Our biggest event of the year, the 
Harvest Wine Tasting is scheduled 
for August in the Barbara McNitt 
Ballroom in Herrmann Hall. We are 
looking for volunteers to help with 
both of these events. Please contact 
Stephanie Shaffer at 372-5787 or 
the OSSC office at 655-3351 for 
more information. 
Kudos once agajp to Christy 
Phillips, Anne Barto and all of the 
volunteers who served as docents at 
the Larkin House for Monterey's 
annual Spring in the Adobes. We 
also hosted another successful bake 
sale in conjunction with MWR's 
annual Spring Eggstravaganza. 
Thanks to Amanda Hill, Molly 
Carol and and their volunteers for a 
job well done. 
As the 1999-2000 Executive 
Board term comes to a close, 1'd 
like to thank Michele Bums, Nancy 
Chapman, Donna Ertel, Jennifer 
Hanson, and Kendra Myers for all 
of their hard work throughout the 
year. You did a great job. Also, 
my thanks and gratitude to Jan 
Chaplin, Honorary President, and 
Christy Phillips, advisor, for their 
guidance. Best of luck to the next 
Executive Board: Stephanie 
Shaffer, Jodi Stephens, Angie 
Back, and Angie Spears. I know 
you'll do a wonderful job. 
As always, we have some great 
events planned this year and are 
always looking for a "Few Good 
Spouses" to join us. Feel free to 
call the OSSC office at 655-3351 if 
you would like to receive more 
information on the OSSC or if you 
are interested in volunteering for 





655-3351 (OSSC Office) 
mailbox: SGC 1126 




Authentic Italian Recipe! 
A FRESH, THICK, delicious CRUST covered with a RICH tomato sauce. 
LOADED with MOZZARELLA cheese and the FRESHEST meats and 
VEGETABLES. 
TRY ANY COMBINATION YOU WANT 
••• AII Pizzas are HAND TOSSED not Machine Rolled. 
FRESH PASTA. ITALIAN SANDWICHES. FAMILY DINING 




Open Friday, Saturday & Sunday 11 :30 a.m. 
Open Monday thru Thursday 4 p.m. 
For takeout service, call DESSERTS 649-1500 
Family Owned & Operated 
MONTEREY'S MOST RECOMMENDED PIZZERIA 
Est. 1974 WITH 
AD 
Scrappin', Stampin' & More 
"Your One Stop Source" 
Bui ld self-esteem in ~ 
future generations by ~ Scrapbooking 
showcasing ~ R bb Sta · 
photos in a fa mily ~ U er mplng 
scrapbook ~ Gift Wrapping Center 
We Offer: 
~ Classes ~ Workshops 
~ A place to work on your own or with friends 
~ Parties: Birthday, Wedding, or Baby Showers 
<£> Monthly Page Contests ~ Stamp Idea Exchange Club 
Come see our Gift Wrapping Center! Bring a gift or purchase 
one here. You can make or choose gift wrap, cards, and bows. 
We provide the tape and scissors for you to wrap here. 
2260 N. Fremont St. 
Jenny Griffith Baker, Owner (by the Monterey County Fairgrounds) 
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GARY J. BRAKE, 
D.V.M. 




care for cats. 
481 Cortes Street 
Monterey, CA 93940 
831 .655.CATS (2287) 
FAX 831 .655.2295 
v.e 
s 
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Call Laura at 392-111 
ooking for a quick day 
trip? A short half hour 
drive from Monterey can take 
you 100 years back in time. 
From a Spanish mission to 
Victorian architecture, San Juan 
Bautista is an absolute timeline 
of California history. Take a tour 
through the State Historic Park 
and you will learn the history of 
San Juan Bautista from the 
Spanish settlers, to the present 
day. 
All of the sites in San Juan 
Bautista are within walking 
distance of one another. Park-
ing is ample, so find a spot and 
leave your car for the day. The 
mission is a good place to start. 
Roman Catholic missionaries 
led by Father Junipero Serra 
forged a path from Mexico to 
Spanish California. The 21 
missions were built to be one 
day's journey apart by horse. 
The Mission San Juan Bautista 
was built in 1797 and named 
for Saint John the Baptist. The 
15th of the 21 missions, it is 
also the largest and one of the 
most ornate. The gardens and the 
buildings are beautifully main-
tained and are still in use by the 
Catholic Church. The museum is 
filled with interesting artifacts. 
The collection has not been 
completely organized as yet. 
There are very few signs to tell 
what you are viewing, but it is 
worth a visit all the same. 
On your way to the State 
Historic Park buildings, stop and 
see the San Andreas Fault, which 
1Ii1~ Trips 
is less than 100 feet behind the 
mission. A U.S. geological 
survey seismograph and earth-
quake display pinpoints the 
exact location of the fault and 
explains interesting facts about 
the area. 
The Plaza Hotel is the main 
headquarters of the State Park. 
The $2 entrance fee buys you a 
brochure with a history of the 
buildings. The hotels and other 
dwellings changed function and 
By Laura Moorman 
town with hotels, restaurants and 
saloons. When the nearby city of 
Hollister was chosen as a stop for 
the Southern Pacific Railroad, 
San Juan Bautista dwindled in 
population and in popularity. 
That's what made it the historic 
landmark that it is today. 
After all that walking and 
history, you are going to be 
hungry. There are many choices 
for dining but I recommend Dana 
Ester for authentic Mexican 
This charming location 
is only a bit off the 
beaten path and it is 
well worth the trip. 
San Juan Bautista has 
cuisine. The atmosphere is 
relaxing and the service is 
friendly. After lunch, stroll 
down the streets of this 
charming town past an-
tique shops, art galleries, 
clothing stores, a candle 
shop, a toy store and more. 
To get to San Juan 
not a hint of commer-
cialism and is just wait-
ing to be discovered. 
Bautista take HWY 1 
North. Follow the signs to 
Gilroy and San Jose and 
get off on 156 east. Take a 
left when you see the 
marker for San Juan 
ownership many times through-
out their history. The Castro-
Breen Adobe once functioned 
as the headquarters for the 
Mexican Government before it 
was owned by the Breen family. 
The Breens 
were among he few surviving 
members of the ill-fated Donner 
Party. The Plaza Stable has a 
wonderful assortment of horse 
drawn carriages and old tools. 
During Stagecoach Days, San 
Juan Bautista was a thriving 
Bautista. It's a small place 
so it is impossible to get lost. 
This charming location is only a 
bit off the beaten path and it is 
well worth the trip. San Juan 
Bautista has not a hint of com-
mercialism and is just waiting to 
be discovered. Do not leave 
California without learning 
anything about its unique hi tory. 
Go and explore! 
This article first appeared in the 
February/March 1997 issue of 
the Classmate. 
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"The best way 
to learn about your car insurance is also the worst way" 
Auto Insurance. Even if you never have 
to make a cla im, it's comforting to know 
that USAA is rated among ' the highest in 
member satisfaction in the nation, according 
to a June 1999 Kiplinger's survey. We've 
been insuring military members for more 
than 75 years and reflect th is experience in 
our 24-hour cla ims handling, competitive rates 
and flexible payment plans geared to the 
needs of military life. As for claims assistance, 
we hope you never have to find out how 
good we are. Whether you're enlisted or an 
officer, on active duty or in the National 
Guard or Reserves, just ask around. 
Call us at 1-800-531-8032. 
~ We know what it means to serve.SM 
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USAA INSURANCE' BANK I NG • INVESTM EN T S • MEMBER SERVICES 
Propeny and casualty Insurance IS provided by United Services Automobile AsSOCiation. USAA Casualty Insurance Company. USAA General Indemnity 
Company. USAA County Mutual Insurance Company and USAA. Ltd. and IS avai lable only to persons eligible for property and casualty group membership. 
Auto Insurance coverage IS available In all 50 states and In most overseas locations. 
FamllV Service Center Calendar 
web.nps.navy.miV-fsc 
First Friday Pre-Teen Group 
7 luI 00 
4:30 - 6:30 pm 
Navy Family Service Center 
Call 656-3488 for reservations. 
17 Ways To Get Your Child To Do 
What You Want 
20 May 00 
4:30 - 6:00 pm 
Navy Family Service Center 
Call 656-3488 for reservations. 
Promoting Growth and Self-Esteem 
for Adults 
25 May 00 
6:30 - 8:00 pm 
Navy Family Service Center 
Call 656-3488 for reservations. 
Anger Management 1 
28 May 00 
9:00 - 10:00 am 
Navy Family Service Center 
Call 656-3488 for reservations. 
First Friday Fun and Teen Group 
4 Aug 00 
4:30 - 6:30 pm 
Navy Fami ly Service Center 
Call 656-3488 for reservations. 
Magic 1,2,3 Parenting Class 
17 & 24 Aug 00 
4:30 - 6:00 pm 
Navy Family Service Center 
Call 656-3488 for reservations 
Optimistic Thinking for Children 
22 Aug 00 
2:30- 3:45 
POMAnnex 
Call656-3488 for reservations. 
Stress Management Techniques 
25 Aug 00 
9:00 - 11:00 am 
Navy Family Service Center 
Call 656-3488 for reservation . 
Do You Need Career Planning Assistance;' 
The Family Service Center can help you in: 
.. Developing an inventory to assist in your present stage of 
career planning . 
.. Evaluating our interests, abilities, experiences and abilities. 
.. Developing a list of occupations you should explore 
.. Identifying education majors related to your choice of occupations. 
.. Providing extensive information about your job of choice. 
The Spouse Employment Assistance Program (SEAP) provides 
career and job search training as well as career counseling. It also connects 
clients with employment, volunteer, educational and job-skills development 
resources. The main purpose of the program is to help military family 
members, pre-retirees, retirees and their family members, and transitioning 
personnel to develop realistic employment expectations to match their 
lifestyle. 
SEAP aims to enable clients to pursue a range of options under different 
circumstances over the course of their lives. SEAP provides comprehensive 
and standardized employment information and services at many Navy 
Family Service Centers worldwide. Clients have access to similar services 
as they move from one duty station to another. 
The SEAP is located in the Family Service Center at 1280 Leahy Road in 
La Mesa Village. The SEAP coordinator is Oliver A. White. Stop in or call 
for an appointment at 656-3060. The Family Service Center 's hours are 




Borkholder carries on the traditions of 
the American European Craftsmen in 
the center of the Amish Homeland. 
Today as before, these craftsmen still 
select and use the finest of Northern 
White Pine, Cherry and Red Oak hardwoods to 
create each reproduction in the Borkholder 
tradition of precise workmanship. 
Children's Tables lit Chairs • Kids First Posturepedic Mattresses 
Bunk Beds, Lofts lit Day Beds • Toy Boxes and much more! 
3 -Payment P lan Same as Cash for NPS Students ! 
www.griffithsfurniture.com 
~ Griffith's Since 1961 2:1~ Finished and Unfinished Furniture 
2259 North Fremont, Monterey, 646-4900 Open Mon.·Sat. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
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All You Need to Know About What's Going on in the Community. 
KidstuH 
April - October Earthbound Farm 
Kids Garden Earthbound invites 
children to experience the joys of 
gardening firsthand. Children and 
adults are encouraged to touch, feel, 
smell and taste everything. M-S 
0930-1800, Su 1000-1700. For 
further information, please call 625-
6219. 
Memorial Day - Labor Day The 
Junior Ranger Program, guided 
nature walks and a nightly campfire 
program with slide shows, singing, 
and nature discussions in Pfeiffer Big 
Sur State Park. For more information, 
please phone 667-2315. 
10 June 1030 View and Do! Bring 
your children to the Monterey 
Museum of Art every second Satur-
day for a short docent-led tour of one 
aspect of the museum. They will then 
create an art project of their own to 
take home. $2 for one adult and one 
child; $2 each additional child. For 
more information, phone 372-5477. 
3 &10 June 1230 Make It and Take 
It Complete a different project each 
month at the Home Depot in Harden 
Ranch Shopping Center, Salinas. 
Children ages 3+, arrive with a parent 
at 1230 for a 1300 class. Some past 
projects have included birdhouses, 
feeders, boxes and more. Free. For 
full details, call 443-9600. 
8 July 1030 View and Do! Bring your 
children to the Monterey Museum of 
Art every second Saturday for a short 
docent-led tour of one aspect of the 
museum. They will then create an art 
project of their own to take home. $2 
for one adult and one child; $2 each 
additional child. For more informa-
tion, phone 372-5477. 
19 July 1900 Kiddie Kapers Parade 
Over 3,000 kids parade through 
Oldtown Salinas. Bring your bikes, 
your trikes, your wagons and your 
28 June/July 2000 
costumes. FREE. For more informa-
tion, phone (800) 771-8807 or (83 I) 
775-3100. 
22 July 1200 Special Buckaroos Rodeo 
Come lend your support as disabled 
children go through a series of rodeo 
events with the help of PRCA cowboys. 
Held at the Rodeo track before the 
regular rodeo. Phone (800) 771-8807 or 
(831) 775-3100 for full details. 
festivals/fairs/Events 
3 June Whoa Nellie! Mosey on down to 
the California Cowboy Show for a 
roaring good time. Tickets are only $25 
for adults, which includes wine, the 
show, and hors d'oerves. At Hidden 
Valley, Carmel Valley. Phone 624-9611 
for more information. 
3 June Living History Celebrations at 
San Juan Bautista Mission. Phone 623-
4881 for full details. 
9-11 June 10-5 Admire some of the 
nation's best handcrafted ceramics, 
paintings, photography, sculptures and 
more at the Old Monterey Sidewalk 
Fine Arts Festival. Alvarado Street, 
downtown. Free. Please call 655-8070 
for full detail s. 
10 June Come back to the time when 
the tiny sardine was king of Monterey. 
Celebrate the Great Cannery Row 
Sardine Festival with frog-jumping, 
music, dancing, even a sardine eating 
contest! Held on Cannery Row. De-
tailed information available at 648-8132. 
10-11 June 10-5 Celebrate the culture of 
the Philippines at a traditional Filipino 
Festival. Taste Filipino foods, enjoy 
Filipino entertainment, art and more at 
the Custom House Plaza in Monterey. 
Free. Phone 883-2939 for more infor-
mation. 
10-11 June Visit the Wildflower Show 
at Garland Ranch Regional Park on 
Saturday afternoon or all day Sunday to 
see the collection of summer wildflowers 
that are currently in bloom. Call 659-
6320 for additional information. 
10-11 June Salinas Valley Salad Days 
Celebrate Salinas, the "biggest salad 
bowl in the world", taste new salads, 
enjoy live music and more at this 
festival. For further information, please 
call 751-6000. 
11 June 1100 Mass 12-4 Fiesta and 
food service The Mission San Antonio 
Annual Fiesta features a fiesta Mass 
with a complete choir. Games, gaiety, 
music and a delicious barbeque follow! 
Held at the historic Mission San 
Antonio in Jolon. Adults $8.50, 
children $3.50. For tickets and more 
information, please call 385-4478. 
16 June 1700-2000 Hot Cars & Cool 
Nites Gold Coast Rods and the City of 
Seaside present a Cruise-In. Enjoy 50's 
and 60's music, beautifully restored 
cars, raffles, and more. Free. Broad-
way -x- Fremont in Seaside. For more 
information, please call 394-4254. 
24 June 1300-1600 11th Annual Art 
& Wine Festival at the Barnyard in 
Carmel. Wine-tasting, food sampling, 
music, exhibits and much more. $15. 
Call 624-8886 for more information. 
25 June 1100-1800 Dia de San Juan 
Celebrate at the Old Mission San Juan 
with a barbeque and music all day! 
623-4528 for full details. 
1 July 1300 Annual Native American 
Blessing of the Horses Ceremony at 
Redwings Horse Sanctuary in Carmel. 
$5 adults, $2.50 children. 
1 July Living History Celebrations at 
San Juan Bautista Mission. Phone 623-
4881 for full details. 
4 July Fourth of July Celebration! 
There are several different events 
happening in celebration of Ind~pen­
dence Day. Start the day with a flag 
raising ceremony at Polk and Alvarado 




Coffee filters, cone-shaped 
Rubber bands (small ones) 
Food coloring 
Bowls of water 
Pipe cleaners for sterns 
Newspaper for drying 
1. Fill bowls with water and add 
a few drops of food coloring. 
2. Fold coffee filter lengthwise a 
few times. Wrap rubber bands 
around coffee filter. 
3. Dip the filter into the different 
bowls of colored water. 
4. While wet take rubber bands 
off, unfold and place on newspa-
per to dry. 
S. When the filters are dry push a 
pipe cleaner through several and 









Popsicle sticks for those who 
cannot resist the urge to "shave" 
1. Cover your play area with the 
plastic tablecloth. 
2. Create sculptures with the 
shaving cream. 
3. Try adding food coloring to 
the shaving cream. Experiment 
with mixing colors. 
* Easy garden ho e clean up if 
done outdoors. 
by Mary Ellen Carrier 
Personalized Door Stop 
Supplies 
2 liter bottle, label removed 





stickers, colored paper 
scissors & glue 
1. Use a funnelto fill the bottle 
with beans or dried peas. Re-
place the cap. 
2. Decorate the bottle with 
. . 
wrappmg paper or magazme 
cutouts. You may want to write 
a message such as Jen's Room 
or Keep Out on a piece of paper 
and glue it to the bottle. 
3. Place the door stop outside of 








1. Place paper inside pan as a 
lining. 
2. Add marbles and spoon in 
small portions of liquid tempera 
paint. 
3. Tilt pan so that marbles 
spread the paint. 
4. Remove paper and let your 
masterpiece dry! 
Variation: Put paper in a coffee 
can and shake marbles and paint 
to music. 
Buckets of Bubbles 
Supplies 
1 cup Joy Dish Soap (Joy works 
best) 
1 cup Karo syrup (makes 
bubbles last longer) ~ 
8 cups water 
Wire hangers ~ 
Berry baskets n 
Large, wide bucket I' 
1. Mix Joy, Karo and water 
together in large bucket. 
2. Bend coat hangers to desired 
shape, leaving a handle. 
3. Dip wand and berry basket 
in solution and then gently 
wave in the air. 






1. Line up the popsicle sticks 
and put two strips of tape across 
them to hold them together. 
2. Number the top of the ticks 
from 1 to 10. 
3. Turn over the sticks and draw 
a picture with markers . Make 
sure each stick has a part of the 
picture on it. 
4. Remove the tape, mix up the 
sticks and try to put your puzzle 
back together. 
S. Put a rubber band around 
your puzzle to keep from 10 ing 
a pIece. 
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Navv Prouram Aids Families With Special Needs 
13 lacement of your child in the special education system may be a bit overwhelming at first: you may 
feel some guilt over your child's need 
for therapy, or perhaps bitterness that 
the problem wasn't diagnosed earlier. 
Some parents are reluctant to enroll 
their children in a program, fearing a 
label such as "learning disabled" may 
actually inhibit academic progress. 
These emotions, combined with the 
tasks of attending conferences and 
signing seemingly endless documents 
during the enrollment process, can 
leave some parents feeling lost and 
insignificant. 
If you're unsure of what's happen-
ing at your child's school or feel as 
though your voice is not being heard, 
seek out other parents of children 
placed in similar programs. Many 
have been involved in special educa-
tion for several years and can help you 
navigate the ins and outs of the 
system. 
Fortunately, the Navy recognizes 
that families with special needs require 
and deserve special care in a system 
where service members can be 
uprooted with little or no warning to 
meet operational readine s require-
ments. The Exceptional Family 
Member Program (EFMP) is designed 
to alert the sponsor's detailer to any 
special services his or her family 
members require. When the sponsor is 
due for orders to the next duty station, 
the detailer can screen potential sites 
for available services. This ensures 
the family member can continue to 
receive care wherever the service 
member is stationed. Knowing that 
specialized schooling, doctors, 
prescriptions, counseling and any other 
services your family member may 
need will be available can be reassur-
ing when reporting to a new duty 
station. 
The Bureau of Naval Personnel 
(BUPERS) designed the EFM program 
to identity family members of active 
duty personnel who require ongoing 
medical, educational or psychological 
services that may not be available at 
30 June/July 2000 
all duty stations. Once the family 
member 's needs are identified, the Navy 
is able to issue the sponsor orders to 
duty stations where those needs can be 
met. 
Who is eligible to enroll in the 
EFMP? According to Naval instruction 
1754.2, anyone who is identified as a 
dependent on the active duty service 
member's Record of Emergency Data 
("page two"), is enrolled in DEERS, 
resides with the sponsor, and who 
receives specialized, ongoing medical, 
psychological or educational care should 
participate in the program. This 
includes (but is not limited to) children 
and adults diagnosed with learning or 
emotional concerns, ADD/ADHD, 
asthma, physical disabilities, conditions 
requiring specialized medical equipment 
or prescriptions (such as G-tubes or 
other non-traditional feeding methods, 
breathing treatments, orthopedic braces 
or hearing aids) and those who receive 
ongoing therapies (i.e. physical , occupa-
tional or speech therapy). Premature 
babies and newborns are also enrolled at 
or prior to birth, whenever a diagnosis 
requiring special care is made. 
Enrollment in the program, which is 
mandatory, involves submitting an 
application to BUPERS via our local 
EFMP Medical Coordinator or point of 
contact. The Family Services Center or 
your command's personnel department 
should be able to provide you with an 
application package. 
The package consist of three sec-
tions: sponsor information, a ummary 
of the enrolling family member's 
medical condition and an educational 
summary detailing any special education 
or counseling required. The educational ' 
summary is especially important to the 
assignment process, as some overseas 
duty stations have limited schooling 
services available. 
Completed application packages are 
forwarded to the regional program 
office, either Naval Hospital San Diego 
or Naval Medical Center Portsmouth. A 
team of doctors and/or specialists at 
each location evaluates the application 
and recommends assignment to one of 
six categories, depending upon the 
severity of the diagnosis and the type 
and frequency of care needed. The 
package is then sent on to the Bureau 
of Naval Personnel for final determina-
tion. 
Upon enrollment, only the category 
assigned is noted in the sponsor's 
service record. Detailers do not have 
access to medial or psychological 
conditions nor do promotion or award 
boards. All information is held in strict 
confidence by BUPERS. The param-
eters of each category help the detailer 
determine where the sponsor may be 
stationed. 
Enrollment in the Exceptional 
Family Member Program also avoids 
the early return of family members 
from an overseas duty station if it is 
determined that medical or educational 
needs cannot be met. If a family 
member is returned to the United 
States, the sponsor must stay and 
complete the overseas tour. 
Caring for a family member's 
special needs takes patience, awareness 
and, above all, dedication. While the 
Exceptional Family Member Program 
can ensure that services will be 
available, you are the best advocate for 
your family. Contact you local Family 
Services Center to see if support 
groups pertaining to your areas of 
interest exist. They may also be able 
to help you locate sources of financial 
support for medial equipment and 
supplies or scholarships to summer 
camps or other programs. Some areas 
even offer a "Parent to Parent" 
program to match parents of children 
with similar diagnoses so that they may 
share resources such as caregivers, 
tutors or sources for medical equip-
ment. Your new duty station may have 
an EFMP support group where families 
can come together to share ideas and 
information. Solutions that have 
worked for them may work for you, 
too. 
Above all, don't be intimidated by 
the special education process. It exist 
to serve you and your family. Active 
participation, diplomatic assertiveness 
and diligent record keeping can help 
you make the most of the resources 
available for you .• :. 
The Classmate's Best Places Survev 
Do you have a few favorite places around Monterey? We'd like to have you 
tell us about them. We are always looking for interesting story ideas and 
decided a great place to start would be finding out about your favorite loca-
tions in and around Monterey. Please complete the survey and return it to us 
here at The Classmate(SGC # 2330) or by email to Editor Dana Jones at 
manddj @aol.com. Thanks for your participation. 
Best Cup ofCoffee ________________________________________ __ 
Comments ______________________________________________ __ 
Best Breakfast ____________________________________________ _ 
Comments ______________________________________________ __ 
Best Place to Dine with Children ______________________________ __ 
Comments ______________________________________________ __ 
Best Happy Hour __________________________________________ _ 
Comments ______________________________________________ _ 
Most Romantic Dinner ______________________________________ _ 
Comments ______________________________________________ _ 
Best Seafood ____________________________________________ _ 
Comments ______________________________________________ _ 
Best BurgerlFast Food ______________________________________ _ 
Comments ______________________________________________ _ 
Best View While Dining ______________________________________ _ 
Comments ______________________________________________ _ 
Best Family Outing ________________________________________ _ 
Comments 
Best Museum/Gallery ______________________________________ __ 
Comments 
BestPark ______________________________________________ ___ 
Comments 
BestBikeTrrul __________________________________________ ___ 
Comments 
Best Beach ______________________________________________ __ 
Comments ______________________________________________ __ 
BestShopping ____________________________________________ _ 
Comments ______________________________________________ __ 
Other __________________________________________________ _ 
Comments ______________________________________________ _ 
Note: Our restaurant review coLumn wiLL return in the AligustlSeptember2000 issue. 
It Estero 
CAR WASH 
& CAR (ARE CENTER 
590 Fremont St. 
Monterey 
373-1801 
• 100% Hand Wash 
Gentle Bumper to 
Bumper Washing 
• Full Service Auto 
Detailing 
• Express Detailing -
While You Wait 
• Boutique and Card 
shop 
Voted BEST 
Hand Car Wash In 
Monterey County! 
-----------1#1 $29.95 HAND I WAX 
I Includes: Full Service 100% Hand Car Wash I 
I Hand Wax, Wheel Magic Wheel Cleaning I Exterior Tire And Trim Dressing 
I No Appointment Necessary I WIIh This ~. Nol Valid WIIh Nry OIlIer OIlers . Mini Va:1s & AI-
~ Purpose Vehicles Subject To ExIra Charge . Good Tlvu 7131100 l -----------
-----------
1#2 FREE I 
:30 DAY UNLIMITED WASH PASSI 
I With Any Complete Detail Service $129.95 II (Appointment Recommended) 
I WIIh This Coopon . Not Valid WIIh Nry 0Iher OIlers . Mini Vans & AI- I Purpose Vehicles Subject To ExIra Charge . Good Tlvu 7131100 
,.----------- .. 1-------------4 
I #3 $3.00 OFF 
I ANY CAR WASH PACKAGE 
I 
I 
I BRONZE Reg. $13.95 SILVER Reg. $15.95 1 
GOLD Reg. $19.95 
I I'Ml This Coopon. Not Valid Wlih Nry 0Iher OIlers. Mini Vans & Al- I 
.. 
I'I.<pose Vehicles Suqed To ExIra Charge . Good Tlvu 7131100 
----------_ .. 
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streets (1000), and then a parade at 
!0:20am. Parade route will be down 
Alvarado St., left on Del Monte Ave., 
and left down Calle Principal. Live 
music throughout the day in historic 
Colton Hall. Phone 646-5648 for 
further information. In the evening, 
there will be a fireworks display over 
the Bay, synchronized with patriotic 
music. Some good places to view the 
fireworks are Fisherman's Wharf, the 
top of the Presidio, or along the 
recreation trail. 
4 July 1100-2200 15th Annual Chili 
Cook-Off, Fireworks & Best Salsa 
Taste-Off in Salinas. Call (800) 771-
8807 or (831) 775-3100 
9 July 1l00-/600 Summer Jamboree 
at Chateau Julien in Carmel Valley. A 
day of non-stop music, endless gaiety, 
terrific food and great wine discounts. 
$15 For tickets and information, phone 
624-2600. 
21 July 1700-2000 Hot Cars & Cool 
Nites Gold Coast Rods and the City of 
Seaside present a Cruise-ln. Enjoy 
50's and 60's music, beautifully 
restored cars, raffles, and more. Free. 
Broadway -x- Fremont in Seaside. 
25-30 July The Pacific Grove Feast of 
Lanterns is an annual celebration of 
PG's Chinese heritage. At night, a 
fireworks display lights the sky from 
Lover 's Point. For more information, 
call 372-7625. 
28-30 July Gilroy Garlic Festival An 
absolute don't-miss event! Everything 
garlic, even the ice cream! Music, 
crafts, food, kid's events, much more. 
Phone (408) 842-1625 for details. 
30 July Carmel TomatoFest The 
largest tomato tasting event in the 
nation! More than 200 varieties of 
tomatoes, and over 50 different tomato 
dishes created by the best chefs in the 
region. At Quail Lodge Resort & Golf 
Club, Carmel. For ticket prices and 
information, call 620-8830. 
30 July Moss Landing Antique Street 
Fair Thousands of antiques and 
collectibles brought here by dealers 
from all over the west coast adorn the 
street. Music, food , fun. $2 including 
parking. Phone 633-450 I for details . 
32 J une/Ju/y 2000 
fil Itl II d ill', I'nill. 
Music and Dance 
3 June Pieces of a Dream: A Month-
Long Jazz Festival Tickets begin at 
$25. Check the Concert Hotline at 
649-1223. 
23-25 June Monterey Bay Blues 
Festival Some of the biggest names in 
Blues have appeared at this event. 
Held on the lawn and under the trees of 
the Monterey Fairgrounds and Exposi-
tion Park. Ticket prices vary and 
available by calling 649-6544. 
23-25 June Swing by the Sea with 
Norma Miller and Frankie Manning! 
Phone (805) 643-3114 for more 
information. 
25 June 1130 lunch, 1300 concert The 
Monterey County Symphony at Quail 
Meadows Resort in Carmel. A free 
outdoor concert for all to enjoy. Chair 
seating for the first 600, lawn seating 
for the rest. For more details, call 624-
8511 
July 4 The Monterey Bay Symphony 
and the Naval Postgraduate School 
team up to bring you a free concert 
featuring inspirational music for the 
Fourth of July holiday. 656-2023 
July 9 1500 Concerts by the Bay At 
the Monterey Plaza Hotel on Cannery 
Row. Tickets $40. Concert hotline 
number 649-1223. 
26-29 July Spirit West Coast The 
West Coast's premier Christian music 
festival. Enjoy over 60 bands, includ-
ing talented newcomers and seasoned 
professionals. Fees vary. Phone (408) 
377-9232 for further information. 
Museums/Exhibits 
Outdoors 
10 June Hundreds of divers search for 
specially marked chocolate abalone 
shells at the 16th Annual California 
Chocolate Abalone Dive. Held at San 
Carlos Beach, adjacent to the Coast 
Guard Pier. 375-1933. 
24 June 10-4 Hidden Gardens: A Big 
Sur Garden Tour Tickets are $45 
(lunch is an additional $15) and are 
available by phoning 667-1530. 
22 July 0900-1200 Kayak the Elkhorn 
Slough $50 (half of which goes to the 
Elkhorn Slough Foundation). Reserva-




12-18 June U.S. Open Golf Tourna-
ment at Pebble Beach Golf Course. 
Tickets are already sold out, but you can 
find a few through resellers. For more 
information, phone 622-8772. 
23-24 June, Starts 1800 Fri - 1300 Sat 
Relay for Life To compete or to pledge 
please call 442-2992,: Starts 6pm Friday 
- ends Ipm Saturday Phone Number: 
(831) 442-2992 
7-9 July 0800-1700 International 
Superb ike Classic 
The most important motorcycle road 
racing event in the United States! Ticket 
prices run from $15.00 to $300.00. 
Phone (800) 327-SECA for further 
details. 
15-16 JuLy AKC All Breed Dog Show 
Over 100 AKC dog show and obedience 
trial. 333-9032. 
20-23 July California Rodeo Salinas 
Celebrate its 90th year, combining Old 
West traditions with modern-day theme 
park excitement. Call 775-3100 for full 
details. 
25 July - 6 August Pebble Beach 
Equestrian Classics The Equestrian 
Classics host competitors from all over 
the U.S., Canada and Mexico for two 
weeks of spectacular show jumping 
highlighted by special events, wine 
tasting and family fun. Phone 624-2756 
for more information. 
Outdoor Recreation 
POM: Bldg. 228, Lewis Hall, 242-550616133 
Mon - Fri, 10:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.; 3 - 6 p.m. 
POMA: Bldg. 4260, Stilwell Community Center, 242-6155 
Mon Closed, Tue, 4:30 - 7:30 p.m., Wed, 4-7 p.m. 
Thu, 4-7 p.m, Fri, 2 - 6:30 p.m. 
Trips & Tours 
.June 
San Fran. Gaints V s Oakland 
As 





San Fran. Get Acquainted Tour 
Jun. 10, $20 
(Indoor Rock Climbing Gym) 
Kayaking Classes 
Hang Gliding Classes 
Sky Diving Classes 
Paragliding Classes 
San Fran. Gaints V s Houston 
Astros 
Jun. 17, $30 
.My 
Marine World Africa USA 
July 1, $35 
San Fran. Shopping Tour 
July 8, $20 
Hearst Castle 
July 15, $35 
NASA Ames Space Center 
July 22, $20 
Oakland A's vs Boston Red Sox 
Bicycle Tours 
Surfing & Sail board Classes 
By appointment. Classes meet on 
Saturday from 9 a.m. - I :30 p.m. 
River Rafting & Float Trips 
Self-guided on the American River Park-
way. We provide all the equipment, 
lunch and van transportation. Fee is $35 
per person. Groups of 8 or more. 
Classes meet on I st Saturday and Sunday of every month for 
3 weeks. Class fee is $230. There may be an additional 
charge for pool fees. Mid week, advance, specialty 




condo and cabin rental are 
available through Outdoor 
Recreation. A k about holi-
day special rates. 
also offered. 
Kelp Klimbers Dive Club 
Meets on the last Thursday of 
every month. 
Speciality Programs 
Charter B us Service, 
Hotel Bookings 
RV Storage, 
Unit or Group Tours 
Rental Cars!!! 
startine at $25 per ~ 
(available for Active 
Duty 18 or older) 
Discount Tickets 
Local Movie Theaters 
Monterey Bay Aquarium 
Disneyland, Great America, 
Santa Cruz Beach 
& Boardwalk, Universal 
Studios, Marine World Africa 
USA, Winchester Mystery 
House, Raging Waters, 
Magic Mountain , San Diego 
Zoo & More! 
Rental Equipment 
Water Sports, Boats (Ocean & Lake), 
Camping, Vans, Skiing, Fishing, 
SCUBA, Rollerblades, Bikes, Camping 
Trailers, and Buses 
Power boats and Kayaks 
are available on the water at the 
Monterey Coast Guard Pier. 
New Adventure 
Prol:rarns 
River Rafting & Float Trips 
Environmental Camp 
Teen Adventure Week 
Gi ve them a call & check it 
out! 
BROADWAY 
Performing Art Tours 
"Les Miserables" 
22 July - $52.00 
at the Curran Theater 
in San Francisco 
"Titanic" 
19 Aug. - $45.00 
at the Orpheum Theater 
in San Francisco 
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a long time ago when J was in college I took a fascinating Philosophy 
Class. The instructor was full 
of cards up his sleeve that always 
made us think. One day he de-
scribed God for us: all knowing, all 
powerful , strong, intelligent, patient 
and forgiving. The second half of 
the class was spent on the discus-
sion of 'Dads' from a child's 
perspective: fathers were all 
knowing, all powerful, strong, 
intelligent, patient and forgiving. 
The parallel of course was to 
explain a theory about man's belief 
in God. When we 'outgrow' our 
fathers, we need to continue 
believing in someone greater than 
ourselves, thus, God was created. 
God as an icon of Dad: father 
figure, physically and emotionally to 
our likeness, but in the grandest 
possible scale. God had to be bigger 
and grander than man. 
The theory could be better 
substantiated by the fact that God 
was created before television. After 
all , had there been a Sci-Fi channel, 
or had the Power Rangers been 
around, there would have been little 
need to create a Superhero. 
Whether this holds any truth is not 
the issue, however it is very 
interesting that when we are young 
we see our father as a Superhero or 
God. 
From a child's point of view 
(three or four feet tall) , Dad is as 
big as a dinosaur, dragon, or a giant. 
Dads can feed on this too. After a 
long day at work, hunched back, 
perspiring, and totally depleted of 
energy, they are still 'Superman ' to 
their children. Mom however, 
doesn' t buy it. When Superman 
asks for his slippers, Mom calls the 
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dog (after all, someone has to see her 
as an authority figure!) 
I am the daughter of a Dad, and 
J am married to a Dad. Therefore I 
can say from experience that Dads 
Ali & Dylan with Dad (Brent Mal/hews) 
are not perfect, nor are they capable 
of miracles. If they were, we'd be a 
lot richer, and our kids would be a lot 
better behaved. 
The best of the best Dads are not 
perfect. The greatest of Dads are the 
ones who try really hard to make it 
through the day without going crazy 
or getting mad at the kids who simply 
do annoying 'kid things'. These Dads 
make an effort to find time with their 
children whenever possible. 
Dads are funny (without even 
trying). J don't really understand why 
it's funny to watch a Dad "goo goo" 
over a baby, yet considered natural 
for a Mom. Equally unnerving is the 
fact that people think it unusual for a 
Dad to do his daughter's nails, but 
ordinary for a Mom to be a Boy 
Scout Leader. The answer to this may 
be that although father's roles have 
changed drastically in recent years, 
we're still accustomed to the old 
father figure: the non-participant Dad. 
I like the new kind of Dad a lot 
better. Whether he is active in his role 
as a Dad, or does not embrace the 
job, he knows today that being 
actively involved as a parent, and not 
just a disciplinarian, is expected of 
him. And Moms can use this 
ammunition to instill guilt. After all, 
Moms are the masters at instilling 
guilt. 
The man who is a good Dad is 
rewarded not only by the love of his 
children (which at a young age is 
unconditional anyway), but also by 
the love of a grateful wife. Good 
dads are better appreciated as 
husbands. Not only do the combined 
efforts of mother and father take 
some of the burden off Mom (in 
single income families where Dad is 
the breadwinner), but Moms are 
suckers for anyone showing the least 
amount of interest in their children. 
Sometimes when my husband is 
telling the kids a story, or sitting on 
the floor playing 'GJ-Joe's' or 
'Barbies' , I secretly watch them and 
smile. To me it's the most beautiful 
picture imaginable. Mom, A.K.A. as 
'Ms. Possessive', sees her babies 
and her husband together and goes 
gaga. 
I love my husband, but [ love my 
'kids' Dad even more. The man in 
the uniform who has met many a 
challenge in his military career, the 
man who can be tough, is smart, 
virile and brave, that man is less 
man to me than my children's Dad. 
When my husband helps dress a 
doll, sings a Nursery Rhyme off key, 
and makes a big deal over my 
daughter's new Barbie panties, or 
my son's scraped knee, I can't help 
but melt. 
This is not the man I set out to 
marry. Through the years I was 
rewarded with the improved version 
of man: a loving, caring, compas-
sionate, and funnier kind of man. I 
realize he's not 'all 10 
He's not God, but he' ll do. 
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RefMAX Elite Prop. 
* * * * * * Save $$ With Our Military 
Home Buyer's Program 
Free Comprehensive 
Relocation Package, Schools, 
Housing and Community 
Information 
Buyer Broker Representation 
Working For You! 
Our Military Relocation Specialists and 
Top Producing Agents have the answers to 
all of your Real Estate needs. Serving the 
Naval Postgraduate School students since 
1976. 
Our pledge to you - professionalism, 
honesty and personalized service. 
Barbara Adams 
NOrfolk -VA Beach 
wewgIl@infi.net 
800-275-5046 
William E. Wood & Assoc. 
We can provide relocation information on any location in the U.S.A.! 
----,w.~---
\Villic:un E. \Vood 
and Associatn 
REALTORS 
Name ________________________________ __ 
Address ______________________________ __ 
I Barbara Adams & Sandy Martinisko City _________ State ____ Zip ______ _ 
I 2304 Kleen St, Virginia Beach 23451 Phone Arrival Date 
----I 800-468-7340 • 757-481-3710 D t St t' I I u y a Ion I 
rn ~ L __ _____________________________________ ~ 
Relocating! 
Washington, DC - Virginia - Maryland 
Virginia Beach - Norfolk 
The BEST $$$ CASH BACK REBATE - ~~Ask Us" 
JUDY TOBIN 
Lifetime Top Producer 




Long & Foster Top Agent 
20 Years Navy Wife 
Virginia Beach - Norfolk 
1-800-296-1111 
tobin 1 @erols.com camtemp@pinn.net 
EXPERIENCE COUNTS 
Top Produc-ers Serving NPS for 24 years 
BUYER REPRESENTATION-WE WORK FOR YOUI 
OPEN HOUSE 
Fri., July 21 st 11 am - 5 pm 
Sat., July 22nd 10 am - 4 pm 
Hilton-Monterey 
1000 Aguajito Road, Monterey 
